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Superpotential of the M -theory conifold
and type IIA string theory
Gottfried Curio
Humboldt Universita¨t zu Berlin, Institut fu¨r Physik,
Invalidenstrasse 110, 10115 Berlin, Germany
The membrane instanton superpotential forM-theory on the G2 holonomy manifold
given by the cone on S3×S3 is given by the dilogarithm and has Heisenberg monodromy
group in the quantum moduli space. We compare this to a Heisenberg group action on
the type IIA hypermultiplet moduli space for the universal hypermultiplet, to metric
corrections from membrane instantons related to a twisted dilogarithm for the deformed
conifold and to a flat bundle related to a conifold period, the Heisenberg group and the
dilogarithm appearing in five-dimensional Seiberg/Witten theory.
1 Introduction
The goal of this paper, which may be read as a companion paper to [8], is to put into
perspective the occurrence of the dilogarithm and the Heisenberg group action for the
M-theory conifold via comparison to analogous phenomena in type IIA string theory
(which are not just treating the identical problem of describing the superpotential [7]).
In the conifold transition between Calabi-Yau manifolds in type II string theory an
S3 is exchanged with an S2. When lifted to M-theory [1], [6] the resulting geometries
become symmetrical: the two small resolutions on the one side of the transition become
S3’s as well, Hopf fibred by the M-theory circle S111. This corresponds in type IIA to
having one unit of RR flux on the S2; on the deformed conifold side one has a D6
brane wrapped on the S3. M-theory of the corresponding non-compact G2 holonomy
manifold (with covariant constant three-form Υ) is a deformation X7 of the cone over
S3 × S3 = SU(2)3/SU(2)diag. It is topologically R4 × S3Q (where R4 comes from the
’filled in’ S3D) and comes in three triality equivalent versions X1, X2, X3 [1], [7], [8].
The superpotential given by the multi-cover membrane instantons is given by the
dilogarithm [7], [8] of the modulus u = eiΦ where Φ =
∫
QC + iΥ
Li(u) =
∑
n=1
un
n2
= −
∫ u
0
log(1− u)d logu (1.1)
The multi-valuedness is described by the monodromy representation of the fundamental
group π1(P
1\{0, 1,∞}). The relevant local system is given by a bundle, flat with respect
to a suitable connection. In the case of the logarithm the monodromy of log z around
z = 0 is described by adding integers (times 2πi) what is captured by the monodromy
matrix
(
1 2pii
0 1
)
acting on the two-vector (log z, 1)t; the generalisation in the case of the
dilogarithm involves the Heisenberg group of upper triangular 3 × 3 matrices acting on
the three-vector c3. The Heisenberg bundle gives for the monodromy at infinity [8]
c3 =


Li(y)
log y
1

 , M(l∞) =


1 2πi 0
0 1 −2πi
0 0 1

 (1.2)
Now let us compare to the type IIA results. In the case of the (deformed) conifold one
has a relation between the quaternionic type IIA modulus and the M-theory modulus.
The metric on the hypermultiplet moduli space is corrected by membrane instantons [2]
wrapping the S3 and, taking into account normalizations [13], (a twisted version of) Li of
the corresponding S3 modulus occurs in a suitable hyperka¨hler limit of the quaternionic
1
moduli space geometry (where the details of the embedding of the local conifold T ∗S3
in a specific global Calabi-Yau become irrelevant). Here the N = 1 superpotential
W = Li(u) corresponds to the N = 2 metric corrections just as one and the same
Schwinger computation has different physical interpretations in N = 0 , 1 , 2 (cf. below).
Going beyond that limit but keeping the aimed at universality we further compare
with the moduli space of the universal hypermultiplet (cf. [14] - [17]) and a Heisenberg
action on it. In theM-theory conifold the quantities
∫
S3
Q/D
∗7G (analogous to certain type
IIA membrane charges, cf. sect. 2) accompany in the scalar potential term
∫
D C ·
∫
Q ∗7G
(the imaginary parts of) log η = log βu and log u which occupy places in the Heisenberg
geometry (2.3) corresponding to the positions in the Heisenberg geometry (2.14) of the
type IIA membrane charge parameters β, γ.
Our second theme is to compare to five-dimensional Seiberg/Witten theory on R4×
S1R ([26] - [29]). There the dilogarithm Li occurs when describing the dual period AD in
the flat bundle of 5D N = 2 SU(2) field theory. Note that the 4D period aD is related
to the conifold1. In the weak coupling limit one has for the monodromy at infinity (in
suitably normalized periods and measuring the quantum scale Λ by the compactification
scale mR = 1/R in terms of the dimensionless quantity ζ =
Λ
mR
)


A˜D
A˜
1

 =


1 log ζ 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




Li(x)
log x
1

 , M˜∞ =


1 −2 · 2πi 2πi log ζ
0 1 2 · 2πi
0 0 1

 (1.3)
Therefore one has that the 5D analogue A˜D of the conifold period aD is given by the
dilogarithm of (the exp of) A˜ up to a linear modification (cf. [8], sect. 4.4)
A˜D = Li(eA˜) + (log ζ)A˜ (1.4)
We will also remark on relations between the monodromy at the conifold point (in a
type IIB vector multiplet moduli space language) and M-theory results, and on relations
between the way of derivation of the membrane instanton superpotential (1.1) and an
instanton reinterpretation [12] of the occurrence of Li as an imaginary energy density
Li(e2piiτ ) (with τ = i m
2
2eE
, giving the probability density for the pair creation in a constant
electric background E) in the classical non-supersymmetric Schwinger computation.
Note the different meanings of Li: the pair production rate w (related to the vac-
uum transition amplitude P0) for N = 0 (Schwinger), the disc instanton superpotential
1at the monopole point u˜ = 1, i.e. Ξ6 ∼ aD ∼ x+ ∼ u˜ − 1, by (D.15), (E.9), where Ξ6 is the period
related to the 6-cycle in type IIA respectively the vanishing S3 of the conifold in type IIB
2
W = F0,1 (an open topological string amplitude) respectively the membrane instanton
superpotential for N = 1, the R2-correction F1 (a closed topological string amplitude)
for N = 2 (cf. app. F and footn. 10), and the metric correction (2.28).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we compare the M-theory situation
with the type IIA hypermultiplet moduli space: we consider a Heisenberg action on it
for the universal hypermultiplet and point to a relation of a twisted dilogarithm with
metric corrections for the deformed conifold, point to M-theory relations reflecting the
conifold monodromy and parallelisms of the M-theory treatment of the membrane in-
stanton superpotential with an instanton description of the classical (N = 0) Schwinger
computation. In Section 3 we describe how Li occurs, related to the 5D analogue of
the conifold period aD, in the three-dimensional flat bundle of N = 2 pure SU(2) gauge
theory in 5D. In Section 4 we collect the observations in an interpretational discussion.
In the appendix we recall background for the 5D Seiberg/Witten theory, as well as on
stringy resp. M-theoretic embeddings, and on the Schwinger computation.
2 Structures in the type IIA hypermultiplet moduli space
A hypermultiplet of the effective four-dimensional theory of the type IIA string on a
Calabi-Yau has a quaternionic modulus consisting of two complex parts. One is given
by the integral of the holomorphic three-form Ω over a three-cycle A = S3, say, the
other by the integral of the Ramond three-form C over A and a dual cycle B. In aiming
at a certain universality different approaches are possible. Either one can localise and
consider the deformed conifold T ∗S3; this concerns a hypermultiplet related to a specific
three-cycle in the Calabi-Yau manifold X , but zooming to the local limit (hyperka¨hler
reduction of the quaternionic geometry) gives those results a certain universality (cf.
remark 1 below). This makes them amenable to a comparison with the other possible
approach which treats the universal hypermultiplet.
The conifold transition in type IIA and M-theory
In a type IIA reinterpretation (cf. [1]) one divides by the circle S111 = U(1) ⊂ SU(2)1
giving for X1 = R
4 × S3 = (SU(2)1 ×R≥0) × S3 the type IIA manifold (S2 ×R≥0) ×
S3 = R3 × S3 with fixed point at the origin, i.e. the deformed conifold T ∗S3 with
a D6-brane wrapping the zero-section (the cycle S3A below). For X2 or X3 one gets
R4 × S3/U(1) = R4 × S2, the two small resolutions of the conifold together with a unit
of RR two-form flux on S2 (as S3 is Hopf fibered by S111 over S
2).
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For the deformed conifold T ∗S3 one has as relation between the type IIA (quater-
nionic) hypermultiplet modulus Z (with complex part z =
∫
QΩ, here Q = A is the S
3)
and the M-theory variable Φ =
∫
QC + iΥ. Let A and B the compact and dual non-
compact three-cycle, respectively: one has A ≃ Q1 but B = R3 = S31/U(1) × R≥0 6≃
D1 = S
3
1, (R
4, D) corresponds after the circle-reduction to (B,S2B). A = Q is a super-
symmetric cycle and ReΩ|A = vol|S3 = Υ|Q and
∫
A Im Ω = 0. Further one has classically
in M-theory that
∫
D C = 0, but B 6≃ D and rather
∫
D C =
∫
S2 B
(2) =
∫
R3 H
(3) 6= ∫R3 C
(the first equality by circle reduction of field and cycle). One may consider further the
fate of the remaining N = 2 parameter
∫
B C from the perspective of the additional D6
brane on S3Q which effects the reduction to N = 1.
A local2 parameter on the corresponding (quantum) moduli space in M-theory is
given by the membrane instanton amplitude u = eiΦ (cf. app. A). The membrane
instanton superpotential W (u) is given [8] by the dilogarithm (cf. app. G)
Li(u) =
∑
n≥1
un
n2
= −
∫ u
0
log(1− u)d logu (2.1)
There are two equivalent ways to express the monodromy. In a vector picture one as-
sembles Li, the ordinary logarithm and the constants to a three-vector and analytic
continuation along a loop li in P
1\{0, 1,∞} (encircling z = i) leads to the monodromy
representation M : π1(P
1\{0, 1,∞})→ Gl(3,C)
c3 =


Li(u)
log u
1

 : M(l0) =


1 0 0
0 1 2πi
0 0 1

 , M(l1) =


1 −2πi 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 (2.2)
Alternatively, in a Heisenberg picture, consider the complexified Heisenberg group HC
of upper triangular complex 3 × 3 matrices with 1’s on the diagonal. Instead of c3 one
considers here the expression (a flat section of a suitable connection [8]) (cf. (G.16))
Λ(u) =


1 − log βu −Li(u)
0 1 log u
0 0 1

 (2.3)
and left operation with HZ expresses the multi-valuedness (G.27), cf. footn. 4. More
2For comments on the somewhat non-standard technical sense of the notions ’modulus’ and ’super-
potential’ caused by the non-compactness of X7, and on the question of having a global coordinate on
the quantum moduli space versus having a first order parameter, cf. [8].
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precisely one has for the monodromy along the loops li representing left multipliers hi
h0 =


1 0 0
0 1 2πi
0 0 1

 , h1 =


1 2πi 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 (2.4)
One has a real-valued non-holomorphic monodromy-invariant (i.e. single-valued) function
L(u) = ImLi(u)− Im log βuRe log u (2.5)
These results arise as follows. One has from (a, b | c) → (x, y) = (ea, eb) a bundle
over C∗x ×C∗y with fibre3 (2πi)2Z\Cc (isomorphic to C∗ via c→ S := ec/2pii)
HZ\HC
↓
C∗x ×C∗y = (2πiZ)2\C2a,b (2.6)
A pullback gives [8] the Heisenberg bundle H over P1\{0, 1,∞}
H −→ HZ\HC
(2πi)2Z\C ↓ ↓
P1\{0, 1,∞} (1−z,z)−→ C∗ ×C∗
(2.7)
A section s of H has the form s(z) = HZ(− log βz, log z | c) and (2.3) is a flat section4.
Heisenberg action for the universal hypermultiplet
For the universal hypermultiplet (cf. [14] - [17]) the quaternionic modulus consists of a
complex part given by the four-dimensional dilaton-axion combination e−2φ+2iD where
the pseudoscalar D arises by dualizing the external (Minkowski) component of H3 = dB2
H3 = e
4φ ∗4
(
2dD + i(c¯dc− cdc¯)
)
(2.8)
together with a complex C-field period c
Cijk =
√
2 cΩijk (2.9)
where we used the complex field
S = e−2φ + 2iD + c c¯ (2.10)
3the entries ofHZ are actually from ((2πi)Z, (2πi)Z | (2πi)2Z); here (a, b|c) gives the g12, g23, g13 entry
4One finds [8] (undoing the fibre identification c→ ec/2pii = S) that the flatness condition dc = u dv
just expresses the Li integral, and that the coset takes into account the multi-valuedness (G.27).
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and the Ka¨hler potential
K = − log(S + S¯ − 2c c¯) = 2φ − log 2 (2.11)
The Lagrange density for the scalar fields takes the form
L ∼ (d φ)2 + e2φ|d c|2 + 1
2
e4φ
(
2dD + i(c¯dc− cdc¯)
)2
= KSS¯ dSdS¯ +KSc¯ dSdc¯+KcS¯ dcdS¯ +Kcc¯ dcdc¯
= ds2 = e2K
(
dSdS¯ − 2c dSdc¯− 2c¯ dcdS¯ + 2(S + S¯)dcdc¯
)
(2.12)
The mentioned line element for the space spanned by the parameters S and c gives
the quaternionic space SU(2, 1)/U(2). The classical Lagrangian has eight symmetries
(the left SU(2, 1) action), four of which (related to scale transformations and further
isometries) are not preserved in the quantum theory. By contrast from the remaining
four symmetries one gets symmetries even present when the membrane and fivebrane
instantons are taken into account, broken to their discrete parts [14]. This leads first to
the Z2 generated by the involution
ι : Re c←→ Im c (2.13)
Then there is a group of isometries associated with the following shifts (α, β, γ ∈ R, δ =
γ + iβ; note that, like the action of ι, this leaves K invariant)


S
c
1

 −→


1 2δ δδ¯ + iα
0 1 δ¯
0 0 1




S
c
1

 (2.14)
Note that when just turning on an individual parameter α, β, γ, leading to corresponding
transformations Tα, Tβ, Tγ, one has the characteristic relation TβTγ = Tα=4βγTγTβ. If Z
denotes the corresponding group with integral entries (enhanced with ι) then the moduli
space is actually M = Z\SU(2, 1)/U(2). Note the invariant expression (cf. (2.5))
e−2φ =
1
2
e−K = ReS − c c¯ (2.15)
As in (2.3) one may consider the action not on the vector (S, c, 1)t but on a Heisenberg
group element; for this consider the rescaled coordinate e :=
√
2c, η :=
√
2δ


1 e¯ S
0 1 e
0 0 1

 −→


1 η ηη¯
2
+ iα
0 1 η¯
0 0 1




1 e¯ S
0 1 e
0 0 1

 (2.16)
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with the invariant expression 2e−2φ = e−K = (S + S¯)− e e¯.
Note further that one has a contribution to the dcdc¯ component of the metric as
given by the following term in the action (up to the e4φ normalization factor)
2ReS dc dc¯ (2.17)
Associated with the three isometries are classically conserved Noether currents, first
Jα = 2 ∗H3 with the corresponding conserved fivebrane charge Qα = ∫C3 ∗Jα = 2 ∫S3 H3
for an euclidean fivebrane wrapping the whole X , being surrounded by an S3 in the
transversal non-compact R4. More important for us are the other two currents
Jβ = 2ie
Kd(c− c¯) + 2(c+ c¯)Jα
Jγ = 2e
Kd(c+ c¯)− 2i(c− c¯)Jα (2.18)
where the corresponding conserved charges
Qβ,γ =
∫
C3
∗Jβ,γ (2.19)
correspond to membrane charges5∫
C6
eφ/2 ∗10 dC + C ∧H3 (2.20)
Compare in the M-theory conifold case the quantities
∫
S3
Q/D
∗7G. In the scalar
potential term6
∫
X |G|2 =
∫
B G ·
∫
Q ∗7G↔
∫
D C ·
∫
Q ∗7G they accompany (the imaginary
parts of) log η = log βu and log u which occupy the Λ12,Λ23 places in (2.3) just as do the
membrane parameters β, γ (which go with Qβγ) in (2.14) (a Z2 exchanges Q and D; cf.
ι above).
One may parametrize the coset space MUH = SU(2, 1)/U(1) also by two complex
scalars z1 and z2 in the open four-ball |z1|2+ |z2|2 < 1 (cf. app. B) which relate to S and
c by S = 1−z1
1+z1
, c = z2
1+z1
; introduction of polar coordinates (B.3) gives then a T 2 = Λ\C
fibration7 over the open quarter-disc D parametrised by z := |z1|+ i|z2|
MUH H
Λ\C ↓ (2πi)2Z\C ↓
D P1\{0, 1,∞}
(2.21)
where we contrasted with the Heisenberg bundle (in principle we could also consider on
the lhs the actual moduli space after modding by the left integral shifts).
5Note that, very schematically, Jβ/γ ∼ dc + c · ∗4H3 and so ∗4Jβ/γ ∼ ∗4dc + c ·H3 and (dC)µijk ∼
∂µc ǫijk by (2.9), so for this component ∗10(dC) ∼ ∗4∂µc ∗6 ǫijk = ∗4∂µc ǫi¯j¯k¯; the c ·H3 matches as well.
6either for a flux or in a two-point function with an auxiliary G to evaluate Wmem [8]
7the lattice Λ occurring here is not to be confused with the flat section (2.3)
Remark 1: Metric corrections
Euclidean D2-branes wrapped on S3A lead to metric corrections of the hypermultiplet
moduli space [2], [3], [13]. We relate this to a twisted dilogarithm. The corrections were
obtained approaching the conifold point z → 0 in a suitable limit to keep the result
independent of the details of the embedding of the local conifold T ∗S3 in a specific global
Calabi-Yau model. The size |w| = e−ρ of the rescaled variable w (λ the string coupling)
z
λ
=: w = ei(θ+iρ) (2.22)
was kept fixed. With x =
∫
AC , t =
∫
B C the metric (in the string frame) is
ds2 = V −1
(
dt− (Axdx+ Awdw¯ + Aw¯dw)
)2
+ V (dx2 + dwdw¯) (2.23)
where the scalar potential V and the vector potential A with ∇V = ∇×A are
V =
1
4π
log
( Λ2
|w|2
)
+
1
2π
∑
n 6=0
e2piinxK0(2π|n||w|) (2.24)
Ax = − 1
2π
θ , Aw = Aw¯ =
1
2πi
∑
n 6=0
sign(n)e2piinxK1(2π|n||w|) (2.25)
To make the instanton contributions manifest expand the Bessel function K0 (large |w|)
V ∼ 1
4π
log
( Λ2
|w|2
)
+
1
π
∑
n>0
1√
n|w|
cos(2πnx)e−2pin|w| (2.26)
In the appropriate variable (so the n-instanton action is Sn = n|w|) (cf. the multiplet
reduction discussed earlier, restricted to Q one has Ω = ReΩ = |Ω| = vol)
uφ := e
2piiφ = e−2pi|w|+2piix , φ :=
∫
Q
C + i
1
λ
Ω = x+ i |w| = x+ ie−ρ (2.27)
this leads to an instanton contribution to the dρ2 component of the metric as given by
the following terms in the effective action8 (up to a 1/2π normalization factor)
2ReL(uφ) dρdρ = 2Re
(∑
n>0
unφ
n2
S3/2n
)
dρdρ = 4
1
|w|1/2 Re
(∑
n>0
unφ
n2
n3/2
)
dwdw¯ + . . .(2.28)
This shows a ’twisted’ version L(u) := (− 1
2pi
)3/2
∑
n>0
un
n2
(nRe log u)3/2 of the superpo-
tential W = Li(u) from membrane instantons wrapped on S3A (cf. (1.1)), with the
appropriate9 power of Sn extracted. As one has the same form for the dx
2 component
recall that (2.17) gave 2ReSdcdc¯ and (2.14) showed S in a position analogous to Li(ec)
(we had here the e2piix in uφ; still note the quaternionic vs. hyperka¨hler difference).
8keeping only the leading contribution (not from Az expansion) to the n-instanton term
9the extracted universal power S
3/2
n explains itself according to [13] as 3/2 = p+a where p = 2 is the
number of fields in the kinetic term and a = 4(14 − 38 ) should emerge form the Jacobian for the change
of variables from zero modes to collective coordinates and a weight 1/4 and −3/8 is associated to each
bosonic and fermionic collective coordinate, respectively (the hypermultiplet contains four real scalars)
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Remark 2: The conifold monodromy
Consider the moduli space singularity caused by vanishing of the S3 of the deformed
conifold at z = vol(S3A)→ 0 and its associated monodromy. This is usually discussed in
the framework of the type IIB vector multiplet moduli space. We wish to compare some
of these type II(B) relations with M-theory relations.
First, concerning type IIB note that for the deformed conifold x2+ y2+ z2+ v2 = µ
with Ω ∼ dxdydz
v
= dxdydz√
µ−x2−y2−z2
and the three-cycles A,B seen as S2’s (spanned by
Re y,Re z) over x one has (cf. [5])
∫
S2
Ω ∼ dx
√
x2 − µ (2.29)
and finds then (the last equality up to O( 13√c) correction)
z =
∫
A
Ω =
∫
A
ReΩ + i
∫
A
ImΩ =
∫
A
vol =
1
2πi
∫ √µ
−√µ
dx
√
x2 − µ = µ/4
Fz = Π =
∫
B
Ω =
1
2πi
∫ √c
√
µ
dx
√
x2 − µ ≈ 1
2πi
(1
2
c− z(log c+ 1− log z)
)
(2.30)
where B → B − A, or Π→ Π− z, corresponds to c→ e2piic.
Now compare the M-theory relations. Q ≃ A but, as remarked already above,
D 6≃ B: the D is an S3 at some r, whereas B ∼= R3 is the cone over S2 (which may be
truncated with a cut-off at c). Usually the relations to follow are considered [1], [8] at
the semicalssical end Pi corresponding to
∫
QΥ ≈ ∞ or ui ≈ 0. By contrast we are now,
in classical terms, near a phase transition where vol(Q) → 0 (i.e. one has reached the
’critical circle’ |ui| = 1 [8]), so we are looking near Pi+1 but still in variables properly
adapted to Pi. Nevertheless note that (with zi := log ui)
ζi := Re zi =
∫
Qi
−Υ = −2π2r30
ξi := Rexi =
∫
Di
vol ≈ r3 + const · fi r30 = r3 + const′ · Re log yiRezi (2.31)
Do they reflect an analogue of Π ∼ z log z in (2.30) for ∫B Ω (turned off all C field
integrals) ? Now note that at Pi one has volume defects (fi−1, fi, fi+1) ∼ ρ(1,−2, 1)
with ρ → ∞ (cf app. A, [1], [8]). Therefore Re log yi = fi and Re log ηi = (fi−1 −
fi+1)/3 behave identically near Pi+1. From this relation Re log yi ∼ Re log ηi and the
interpretation βui ∼ ηi (cf. [8]) one has with βui = 11−ezi ≈ 1−zi that log zi ∼ log yi holds;
so (2.31) gives indeed ξi ∼ ζi log ζi (near Pi+1 we are at z(i) ≈ 0 ↔ ui ≈ 1 ↔ βui ≈ ∞,
so according to yi = ηi+1/ηi−1 ≈ 1/0 ≈ ∞ ≈ ηi).
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Remark 3: Instanton interpretation of the Schwinger computation
The classical non-supersymmetric Schwinger computation has N = 2 and N = 1 avatars
(cf. Introduction and app. F)10. We point here to relations between even the way of
derivation of the membrane instanton superpotential (1.1) and an instanton reinterpre-
tation [12] of the occurrence of Li in the classical computation. The latter gives with
τ = iµ , µ =
m2
2e
1
E
(2.32)
(we assume eE = |e| |E|) for pair creation in a constant background electric field E an
imaginary energy density (giving the probability density) (for background cf. [11] )
w ∼ Li(e2piiτ ) (2.33)
The one-loop effective action for electrons in a background electro-magnetic field is
in the case of a static magnetic field (with D/ := γν(∂ν+ ieAν), Bn the Bernoulli numbers)
Seff = −i log det(iD/−m) = − i
2
log det(D/2 +m2) =
i
2
∫ ∞
0
ds
s
tre−s(D/
2
+m2)
= −e
2B2
8π2
∫ ∞
0
ds
s2
(coth s− 1
s
− s
3
)e−
m2
eB
s
=
e2B2
2π2
TV
∞∑
n=1
B2n+2
(2n+ 2)(2n+ 1)2n
(2eB
m2
)2n
(2.34)
(in the case of a static magnetic field this represents the negative energy of the electrons
in the background; the subtractions of 1
s
and s
3
correspond to the subtraction of the
zero-field contribution and a logarithmic charge renormalization, respectively).
In the case of a static uniform electric field one gets (from B −→ iE) a corresponding
perturbative series but now the effective action is complex with its imaginary part (a sum
over non-perturbative tunneling amplitudes; this comes from the poles which have moved
onto the contour of integration, the real part is the remaining regulated principal part)
giving the pair-production rate
Seff =
e2E2
8π2
TV
∫ ∞
0
ds
s2
(cot s− 1
s
+
s
3
)e−2µs
=
e2E2
8π3
TV
(
−4π
∞∑
n=1
B2n+2
(2n+ 2)(2n+ 1)2n
1
τ 2n
+ iLi(e2piiτ )
)
(2.35)
10Note that in the framework of N = 2 supersymmetry the original non-supersymmetric Schwinger
computation of a vacuum amplitude (for the contribution of a scalar particle) is transformed to a
computation of an R2 correction from contributions of BPS states given by D0-branes and wrapped
D2-branes on an isolated S2, say, (bound states of the lightest states at strong coupling, corresponding
to the M -theory ’lift’ where such a bound state corresponds to a M2-brane with momentum around the
S
1
11) as the spin content compensates for the extra insertions of the curvature.
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It is instructive to compare the analogies to our situation. Instead of the proper
time formalism describing the Dirac fermion in the constant uniform electric field one
can consider an equivalent one-dimensional static non-relativistic harmonic oscillator
[12]. In the (bosonic) Fourier-mode Φ(t, ~x) = ei(k⊥x⊥−ωt)φω,k⊥(x‖) one has for the tunnel
process wave function φω,k⊥(x‖) ∼ D(ak⊥, ξ) with D a parabolic cylinder function and
ξ =
√
2/eE x , x := ω + eEx‖
ak⊥ =
µ
2eE
, µ := m2 + k⊥
2 (2.36)
The one-instanton action is an integral between the classical turning points x± = ±√µ−ω
Sk⊥ = i
∫ x+
x−
dx‖
√
x2 − µ = πak⊥ (2.37)
Now the tunneling and the no pair-production probability for a fermion are
P tunnelk⊥ = e
−2Sk⊥ , P no pairk⊥ = 1− e−2Sk⊥ (2.38)
With < 0, out|0, in >= ei
∫
d4xL one has as vacuum-to-vacuum transition amplitude P0
e− total pair production =
∏
all states
P no pairk⊥ = | < 0, out|0, in > |2 = e−2V T ImL (2.39)
Here L is the effective Lagrangian: the dispersive real part includes the non-linear terms
in the Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian, the absorptive imaginary part describes the pair
production ImSeff in (2.35). For fermions to be produced P0 should have a complex
phase so that |P0|2 < 1. One gets as pair production rate per unit volume and unit time
in R1,d (using
∫
dω = eEV‖, V = V⊥V‖)
w = 2ImL = 1
V T
∑
all states
log(1− e−2Sk⊥ ) = 2V⊥
V
∫
dω
2π
dk⊥
d−1
(2π)d−1
∞∑
n=1
1
n
e−2pinµ
=
2
(2π)d
∞∑
n=1
eE
n
(eE
n
) d−1
2 e−pinm
2/eE =
2(eE)(d+1)/2
(2π)d
Li(d+1)/2(e
τ ) (2.40)
Now, the point of this remark is that the modulus and dilogarithm even arise in this
classical case, when interpreted this way as an instanton calculation, the same way as
in the membrane instanton case. For notice that the instanton action (2.37) resem-
bles the way vol(S3Q) occurs in (2.29) and that even the way Li2 arises is identical;
for the difference between the determined integral over the momenta in (2.40) and the
undetermined integral in Li(ex) =
∫ x
−∞ dy log βe
y is only apparent (let A = π/eE):
w ∼ ∫∞0 rdr log(1 − e−A(m2+r2)) ∼ ∫∞0 dρ log(1 − e−A(m2+ρ)) = ∫∞m2 dσ log(1 − e−Aσ) =
1
A
∫ −Am2
−∞ dχ log(1− eχ) = − 1ALi(e2piiτ ). The analogy should extend to a full τ ∈ C.
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3 The flat bundle of five-dimensional N = 2 SU(2) field theory
The period AD of 5D N = 2 SU(2) field theory is given by Li(e
A) (cf. (3.13)), the 4D
period aD relates to the conifold (at the monopole point u˜ = 1)
11: Ξ6 ∼ aD ∼ x+ ∼ u˜−1.
4D N = 2 gauge theories arise from type IIA string theory on a Calabi-Yau X . As
type IIA isM-theory reduced on a circle, the 4D gauge theory is coming from a 5D gauge
theory, given byM-theory onX×S1R with R = g2/3s lp,11. Then a reinterpretation of the 4D
(vector multiplet) prepotential becomes possible. The latter consists of a piecewise cubic
polynomial part (in the scalar vev’s of the vecor multiplets) plus instanton corrections
(suppressed in the 5D decompactification limit). The world-sheet instanton corrections
are reinterpreted as one-loop corrections in the 5D space-time R4 × S1R.
The prepotential FR of M-theory on12 X × S1R has the cubic form as 5D limit
(R→∞) and F4D ∼ 12T 2
(
log(T
Λ
)2+
∑∞
n=1
cn
(T/Λ)4n
)
as 4D limit (R→ 0) which shows the
instanton corrections13. R ∼ ǫ → 0 induces the scaling limit (E.4) by ΛUV ≈ 1R11 = 1gsls
and (E.6). Now even before taking the scaling limit one can interprete [27] the world-sheet
instanton sum (E.3) as a perturbative field-theoretic one-loop correction in R4 × S1R.14
To substantiate the interpretation take the weak coupling limit Tb → ∞ (without
Tf → 0); so instantons wrapping the base decouple and with c0,m = −2δm,1 one finds
τf = 2 log(1− e−Tf ) (3.1)
When Tf → 0 one gets with τf ∼ 2 logMW (from Tf ∼ MW ) the expected gauge theory
correction15. However, before taking this limit Tf → 0 one finds from (3.1)
τf = −Tf + log sinh2 Tf
2
(3.2)
(up to 2 log 2; cf. (3.19)). By 1
g2
4
∼ 2piR
g2
5
, i.e. τ5 ∼ τ42piR this gives back the 5D term (3.4)
via Tf = 2πRMW (up to the linear piece, the decompactification limit, cf. footn. 22, 40).
11Ξ6 the period of the 6-cycle in type IIA, or the vanishing S
3 of the conifold in type IIB, cf. (D.15),
(E.9); for the string/M -theoretic embedding of the 4D/5D field theories cf. app. D, E
12The vector multiplets of the 5D gauge theory given by M -theory on X itself are given (up to the
graviphoton) by sizes of two-cycles, the prepotential is F = 16
∑
CijkTiTjTk (in a Ka¨hler cone) where
Cijk are the classical intersection numbers of the divisors i, j, k and the T
i the areas of the dual two-cycles.
13T a complex scalar of a 4D vector built by a real scalar of a 5D vector and an S1 Wilson loop
14The Gromov-Witten invariants correspond to contributions of 5D BPS states (weighted according
to spin) given by membranes wrapped on holomorphic curves of classes nb + mf ∈ H2(N (F0),Z) of
central charge Zn,m ∼ nTb+mTfgsls and mass Mn,m ∼ |Zn,m|; cn,m is the Euler characteristic of the moduli
space Mn,m, i.e. the ’number’ of curves of degree (n,m) taking into account spin factors.
15perturbative one-loop contribution; to get the field theory instantons one needs the double scaling
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3.1 The flat bundle of the five-dimensional field theory
At a generic point of the vector multiplet moduli space the gauge group is broken to a
product of U(1)’s. The gauge coupling τ = 4pii
g2
of such a U(1) gets one-loop corrections
from particles charged under this U(1) (like the W -bosons) which have in R5 the form
e2
∫
d5k
(k2 +M2)2
∼ e2M (3.3)
(up to a divergent constant; e,M the charge and mass of the particle). On R4 ×S1R one
has further corrections from world-line instantons of the particle around the S1
M + 2
∞∑
k=1
1
2πRk
e−2piRkM =
1
2πR
log sinh2 πMR (3.4)
with 2πRkM the action of a world-line k-instanton (properly speaking one has to write
|M | as the mass which was in 5D the real scalar component of a vector multiplet has
become complex after compactifying on a further S1 by combining with the Wilson loop).
Let us introduce besides the ordinary quantities U,A,AD of the five-dimensional
theory the following expressions which are rescaled to dimensionless combinations
U = R2 U , A = RA , AD = RAD , ζ = ΛR (3.5)
The SU(2) curve for the Coulomb branch of the N = 2 theory on R4×S1R is ([26] - [29])
y2 = (x2 − Λ4)(x− 1
2R2
(U2 − 1)) (3.6)
This corresponds16 with the four-dimensional Seiberg/Witten curve (D.1) under
u =
1
2R2
(U2 − 1) = 1
2
(R2U2 − 1
R2
) (3.7)
From the 4D relation ∆4 = 4R
4(Λ4 − u2) one finds for the 5D discriminant
∆ = (2ζ)2 − (1− U2)2
(
Λ→0−→ −(1− U2)2
)
(3.8)
The relevant one-form is dλ5
dU
= cdx
y
(with c =
√
2/(8π)). The period integrals of the curve
dA
dU
= c
∮
α
dx
y
,
dAD
dU
= c
∮
β
dx
y
(3.9)
relate to the field-theoretical quantities17. The effective coupling is given by
τ5 =
dAD
dA
=
dAD/dU
dA/dU
(3.10)
16A quartic form y2 = (x2 + sx + 1)2 − 4ζ4 is also used which corresponds to the quartic form
y˜2 = (x˜2 − u)2 − Λ4 of the 4D curve (footn. 27) via √2Rx˜ = x+ s/2 , 2R2y˜ = y , −U = s/2 (by (3.7))
17one has the compatibility relations dλ5dU =
dλ4
du and
dA
dU =
da
du ,
dAD
dU =
daD
du
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In the weak coupling limit (U ≈ ∞, corresponding to the 4D weak coupling limit u ≈ ∞)
one gets (cf. (3.24)) (in A˜D = 2AD, A˜ = −4A and for the monodromy around U ≈ ∞)


A˜D
A˜
1

 =


1 log ζ 0
0 1 0
0 0 1




Li(x)
log x
1

 , M˜∞ =


1 −2 · 2πi 2πi log ζ
0 1 2 · 2πi
0 0 1

 (3.11)
Compare with the result that one has by (2.2) with M(l∞) = M(l0)−1M(l1)−1
c3 =


Li(y)
log y
1

 , M(l∞) =


1 2πi 0
0 1 −2πi
0 0 1

 (3.12)
So one has that the 5D analogue AD of the conifold period aD
A˜D = Li(eA˜) + (log ζ)A˜ (3.13)
is given by the dilogarithm18 of (exp of) A up to a linear modification (cf. [8], sect. 4.4).
Note that the object A :=
(
AD
A
mR
)
with the mass scale mR := 1/R also has the
monodromy (3.24) around U ≈ ∞. By contrast19, for the four-dimensional theory with
one massive hypermultiplet one has the monodromy (D.14) around a0.
computational details
To get these results note that the periods (3.9) fulfill the Picard-Fuchs equation20
[
∂2U +
1
U
(4U2
∆
(1− U2)− 1
)
∂U − U
2
∆
]
∂UΠ = 0 (3.14)
(where Π =
∮
γ λ5 ). (3.14) gives the Schwarzian differential equation (cf. (G.21)) for τ
pert
5
{τ pert5 , U} =
2U2
(U2 − 1)2 −
3
2
1
U2 (3.15)
(capturing20 the perturbative part at large U by the formal limit Λ→ 0) with the solution
τ pert5 = log(U2 − 1) (3.16)
18Li(eA) occurs in AD as integral (G.23) of Li1(ey) ∼ log(1− ey), i.e. ≈ τpert5 by (3.17), (3.18),(3.19).
19Note the formal relation [28] of the 5D massless Nf = 1 curve y
2 = (x2 + sx+ 1)2 − cζ3(x− 1) (c a
constant which can be gauged by rescalings) with the 4DmassiveNf = 1 curve y˜
2 = (x˜2−u)2−cζ3(x˜+m)
in the quartic form (footn. 27) for m = U − 1 = − s2 − 1 under x˜ = x+ s/2 , u = (s/2)2 − 1.
20cf. [28]; note also that using the relations with the four-dimensional quantities this is equivalent to
∂u[4(Λ
4 − u2)∂2u − 1]Π = 0 which shows in the bracket the four-dimensional Picard-Fuchs operator
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Reinserting the parameter ζ one gets the τ pert5 one is actually working with
20 (cf. below)
τ pert5 = log(U2 − 1) −→ log
( 4
ζ2
(U2 − 1)
)
(3.17)
corresponding naturally with τ∞4 ∼ log 8 uΛ2 under (3.7). One has an asymptotic relation
A = 1
2
log(U +√U2 − 1) , U = cosh 2A , √U2 − 1 = sinh 2A , dA
dU =
1
2
1√U2 − 1(3.18)
(like u ≈ a2 at infinity in 4D). For the sinh occuring in (3.17) recall that
log x+
∑
n≥1
log(1 +
x2
n2π2
) = log sinh x = −(log 2) + x+ log(1− e−2x) (3.19)
This shows correctly the perturbative contribution of the Kaluza-Klein tower
τ pert5 = log sinh
2 2A = 2 log 2A+ 2∑
n≥1
log(1 +
4A2
(nπ)2
) (3.20)
(because, besides a divergent piece, the terms log(A2 + n2 pi
2
4R2
) occur here). Notice the
following two limits of (3.20): first one finds from τ pert5 = 2 log sinh 2RA = 2(2RA +
log(1 − e−4RA) − log 2) that one has the logarithmic expression τ pert5 → 2 log 2A (up to
a logarithmically divergent piece in R) for the 4D limit of R → 0, as expected from the
beta-function in the Seiberg/Witten theory. Secondly, in the 5D decompactification limit
R→∞, one finds a linear expression from21 τ pert5,decompact = limR→∞ τ52piiR ∼ 2 · 2A.
It will be useful to introduce a further equivalent variable
z = e2A = U +
√
U2 − 1 , U = z + 1/z
2
,
√
U2 − 1 = z − 1/z
2
,
dU√U2 − 1 = d log z(3.21)
Actually the more precise relation for τ pert5 is not (3.16), (3.17) but
22
τ pert5 = 2 log(1− e−4A) = log 4 sinh2 2A− 4A = log 4
U2 − 1
z2
−→ log 4
ζ2
U2 − 1
z2
(3.22)
One gets from (3.10), (3.22) for the dual period in the weak coupling limit of large U
AD = 1
2
∫
log
( 4
ζ2
U2 − 1
z2
) dU√U2 − 1 =
1
2
(∫
log
4
ζ2
d log z +
∫
log(
z − 1
z
2z
)2 d log z
)
=
1
2
(
Li(1/z2) + log ζ log(1/z2)
)
=
1
2
(
Li(e−4A)− (log ζ)4A
)
(3.23)
So one gets22 for the monodromy around U ≈ ∞

AD
A
1

 =


1
2Li(x) +
1
2 log ζ log(x)
−14 log x
1

 , M∞ =


1 8πi 2πi log ζ
0 1 −πi
0 0 1

 (3.24)
21rescaling τ5 so that it corresponds to the gauge coupling τ5 = 1/g
2
5 of the 5D theory; τ
pert
5 and τf
in (3.20) and (3.2) are in a sense 4D as S1 is compact, (3.4) is 5D; cf. the discussion after (3.2)
22cf. [28]; for a corresponding analysis based on (3.17) cf. app. C (cf. also remark after (3.2))
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4 Discussion
Although it may be already clear from the foregoing presentation let us point to the
direction in which we see the significance of the mentioned relations. We compared
a number of scenarios where the dilogarithm, respectively structures associated to it,
occured as a quantum correction. Given the markedly special functional structure of
the dilogarithm23 (nobody would intend to ask for an underlying pattern of different
occurrences of the sine function, for example) we think these similarities are worth to
be remarked in the first instance and worth to be asked for being understood by some
explanation. The proper reason of the fact that juxtapositions such as the ones above are
possible should be that the occurrence of the dilogarithm (or variants of it) as a quantum
correction in the examples mentioned has a common origin: this may happen either by
direct connections between the respective scenarios or by some more general principle
(like for the logarithm in one-loop corrections).
For this reason we give a certain weight to the reformulation of the transformation
properties of the dilogarithm via the upper triangular (Heisenberg) group. It is via this
device that we try to suggest a connection to other quantum corrections. A well-known
case concerns the Seiberg/Witten non-perturbative solution of 4D N = 2 SU(2) gauge
theory where logarithmic terms near special points of the moduli space are captured in
the monodromy description by upper triangular (integral) 2×2 matrices. When enhanced
with a further (mass) parameter this description extends to similar 3 × 3 matrices, as
we recall in (D.10); the precise form (D.14) does not give the proper dilog Heisenberg
monodromy. By contrast, when one chooses for the additional mass scale the KK-scale
m = 1/R5 of 5D Seiberg/Witten theory compactified on a circle of radius R5, one gets
indeed the correct monodromy for the dilogarithm up to a specific linear modification, as
described in sect. 3 (we recall necessary background on the relevant associated Schwarzian
differential equation and the corresponding Seiberg/Witten theory in app.’s G and D);
concerning the modification cf. also [8], sect 4.4. We propose that in this case the reason
lying behind this occurrence of the dilogarithm is the interpretation of the dual period
aD (resp. rather its five-dimensional incarnation) as a conifold period after a stringy
embedding of the gauge theory (the necessary period relations are recalled in app. E).
So our reference scenario for the meaning of the dilogarithm is the conifold (and the
associated superpotential), cf. [31] in type IIA (resp. for the M-theory case [8]).
23Note that we are not concerned with the expansion of expressions (like prepotentials in N = 2
theories) in polylog’s but rather with the much more specific case of the pure dilog.
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Further, given the reformulation via the Heisenberg group, another possible relation
comes to mind: besides the universal scenario given by considering (not an arbitrary 3-
cycle in type IIA on a Calabi-Yau but) the local conifold limit there is also the type IIA
universal hypermultiplet. For the conifold we think in the technical description in terms
of the M-theory lift and the corresponding dilogarithm, cf. [8]; this has the advantage
of changing the two sides of the transition to two symmetrical S3’s. The universal
hypermultiplet framework has then firstly a similar exchange symmetry in (2.13) resp.
the corresponding conjugation exchange in the 12 and 23 positions in (2.16). Further
these two universal structures compare via the transformation behaviour (2.14), resp.
(2.16), and (2.2) and (2.3); further via the real invariant functions (2.15) and (2.5);
finally in light of the discussion after (2.20). It seems that the two real degrees of
freedom embodied in C ∼ cǫijk (resp. for the conjugate polarization ǫ¯ij¯k¯) in the universal
hypermultiplet case correspond in some sense with the dual moduli related to the S3’s
in the M-theory lift of the conifold; it should be interesting to understand this further.
Yet another indication of such a connection comes from a different perspective (cf.
remark 1 of section 2). After extracting an appropriate power (conceptually justifiable
[13], cf. footn. 9) of the metric corrections in the hyperka¨hler limit [2] one ends up with
a correspondingly twisted version of the dilogarithm; as discussed after (2.28), such a
metric term fits nicely with the 2ReS dcdc¯ in (2.17) and the proposed correspondences
for the quantities involved. These observations point into the same direction as above.24
Clearly the most interesting question would be whether the occurrence of the diloga-
rithm (or the Heisenberg group shifts) in different scenarios is universal as a consequence
of certain physical principles, like in logarithmic one-loop corrections of gauge couplings;
the theta-angle shifts responsible for that behaviour (described by integral upper trian-
gular 2× 2 matrices) may be now replaced with the more complicated shifts (described
by corresponding 3 × 3 matrices) related to two ’dual’ objects like Ωijk and Ω¯i¯j¯k¯ or S3Q
and S3D (respectively the associated c, c¯ or the corresponding M-theory moduli).
If the way we presented things to make them amenable to a useful comparison would
have convinced the reader that such an underlying principle might be reasonable to ask
for and interesting to formulate this paper would have fulfilled its task.
24Another parallelism of occurrences of the dilogarithm in differing situations was noticed when the
classical (N = 0) Schwinger computation was used [30] to derive corrections in (N = 1, 2) supersymmetric
theories (cf. Introduction, footn. 10; for associated background cf. app. F). Besides this known relation
an instanton reformulation [12] of the classical Schwinger computation is formally even more closely
related (remark 3, sect. 2) to an (instanton) derivation of the dilogarithm.
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Appendix
A The cone on S3 × S3
The cone on S3 × S3 has the G2 holonomy metric (r ≥ r0) [1], [8]
ds2 =
dr2
1− ( r0
r
)3
+
r2
36
(
da2 + db2 + dc2 − (r0
r
)3(da2 − 1
2
db2 + dc2)
)
(A.1)
Concerning metric perturbations which preserve G2 holonomy one finds (up to terms
y2O(( r0
y
)6) in a new radial coordinate y) with (f1, f2, f3) = (1,−2, 1)
ds2 = dy2 +
y2
36
(
da2 + db2 + dc2 − 1
2
(
r0
y
)3(f1 da
2 + f2 db
2 + f3 dc
2)
)
(A.2)
At small r0 or large y one finds the conical metric with the full Σ3 symmetry. One has
for the volume of Qi and the y-dependent volume of Di embedded in Xi (at large y)
volQi = 2π
2r3o (A.3)
volDi =
2π2
27
y3
(
1 +
3
8
fi(
ro
y
)3 +O((r0
y
)6)
)
≈ log c+ 1
72
fi volQi (A.4)
Here, the first correction to the divergent piece is the finite volume defect 1
72
fi vol(S
3
r0
).
A holomorphic observable on N must combine as SUSY partners the C-field period
αi =
∫
Di
C with an order 1/r3 metric perturbation (w.r.t. the conical metric), as in
yi = exp
(
kfi + i(αi+1 − αi−1)
)
(A.5)
(with
∏
i yi = 1). Actually one works with the quantity (so ηi = (y
2
i−1yi)
1/3, yi =
ηi+1
ηi−1
)
ηi = exp
(k
3
(fi−1 − fi+1) + iαi
)
(A.6)
ηi is 0, 1,∞ at Pi−1, Pi, Pi+1 where Pi is the semiclassical end vol(Qi) ≈ ∞. One also has
the membrane instanton amplitude as local coordinate ui at Pi (vanishing there)
ui = exp
(
−Tvol(Qi) + i
∫
Qi
C
)
(A.7)
We denote by Φi the physical modulus to which ui is related via uj = e
iΦj (Qi is a
supersymmetric cycle so Υ|Qi is the volume form), i.e. Φj =
∫
Qj
C + iΥ = φj + i vol(Qj).
In a semiclassical regime with Di = 0 one has Qi = ∓Di+1 so that ∓ ∫D1 C = ∫Q3 C,
what is (with holomorphy) tantamount to having ηi+1 ∼ ui to first order. We assume
that such a relation persists25 so that
βui = ηi (A.8)
25Thereby a relation ηi−1 =
1
1−ηi
holds also for the ui: u3 = βu1 =
1
1−u1
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B The universal hypermultiplet moduli space
One may parametrize the coset space SU(2, 1)/U(1) by two complex scalars z1 and z2 in
the open four-ball |z1|2 + |z2|2 < 1 with Ka¨hler potential
K = − log(1− |z1|2 − |z2|2) (B.1)
and the Bergman metric with a left SU(2, 1) isometry group
ds2 =
dz1dz¯1 + dz2dz¯2
1− z1z¯1 − z2z¯2 +
(z¯1dz1 + z¯2dz2)(z1dz¯1 + z2dz¯2)
(1− z1z¯1 − z2z¯2)2 (B.2)
One may also switch to polar coordinates (r < 1, θ ∈ [0, π), φ ∈ [0, 2π), ψ ∈ [0, 4π))
z1 = r cos
θ
2
ei
ψ+φ
2 , z2 = r sin
θ
2
ei
ψ−φ
2 (B.3)
which gives with the SU(2) one-forms (dσi = −12ǫijkσj ∧ σk)
σ1 = cosψ dθ + sinψ sin θ dφ
σ2 = − sinψ dθ + cosψ sin θ dφ
σ3 = dψ + cos θ dφ (B.4)
and the complex vielbeins
u = e2 + ie1 , v = er + ie3 (B.5)
er =
dr
(1− r2) , e
1/2 =
r
2
√
1− r2 σ1/2 , e
3 =
r
2(1− r2) σ3 (B.6)
for the Ka¨hler metric
ds2 =
dr2
(1− r2)2 +
r2
4(1− r2)(σ
2
1 + σ
2
2) +
r2
4(1− r2)2 (σ
2
3) (B.7)
= u u¯ + v v¯ = (er)2 + (e1)2 + (e2)2 + (e3)2 (B.8)
The relation to the variables S and c is given by
z1 =
1− S
1 + S
, z2 =
2c
1 + S
S =
1− z1
1 + z1
, c =
z2
1 + z1
(B.9)
and makes, via a Ka¨hler transformation, (B.1) equivalent to their Ka¨hler potential
K = − log(S + S¯ − 2c c¯) (B.10)
The toroidal fibration (B.3) resp. (2.21) is analogous to the fibration one gets in the
case of signature SU(3)/U(2) ∼= P2C (where e−K = 1 + r2 instead of (B.1)) [25].
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C The alternative evaluation in 5D gauge theory
There is an ambiguity whether to carry along the linear piece A in τ in (3.22) (cf. remark
after (3.2)). Starting instead of (3.22) from (3.17) one gets
AD =
∫
τ pert5 dA =
1
2
∫
log
( 4
ζ2
(U2 − 1)
) dU√U2 − 1
=
1
2
(
Li(1/z2) + log ζ log(1/z2) + log2 z
)
=
1
2
(
Li(e−4A)− 4(log ζ)A+ 4A2
)
(C.1)
Note that in contrast to (3.23) here a quadratic term in A appears in AD. Now for
−4A = iφ ∈ iR being purely imaginary (think of this special case like having a coupling
constant θ + i4pi
g2
of θ = 0) one obtains with (G.24) that this quadratic term vanishes
AD = 1
2
(
−(πi
2
+ log ζ)4A+ π
2
6
+ iImLi(e−4A)
)
(C.2)
To understand this occurrence of ImLi(e−4A) = I(φ) in AD more directly compare
(starting from τ pert5 = 2 log
2
ζ
+ 2 log(−i sin φ
2
))
I(φ) = −
∫
log 2 sin
φ
2
dφ = −
(
(log 2)φ+
∫
log sin
φ
2
dφ
)
AD =
∫
τ pert5 dA = −
i
2
(log
2
ζ
)φ− i
2
∫
log(−i sin φ
2
)dφ
= − i
2
(
(log
2
ζ
− iπ
2
)φ+
∫
log sin
φ
2
dφ
)
(C.3)
where the last line of (C.3) gives back (C.2) up to an integration constant. Now


2AD
−4A
1

 =


Li(y) + log ζ log y + 1
4
log2 y
log y
1

 (C.4)
M∞ =


1 −2πi (2 log ζ + 2πi)2πi
0 1 2 · 2πi
0 0 1

 (C.5)
(the quadratic term A2 of (C.1) caused by the linear piece in τ can be seen also in (C.4),
(C.5)). The relations τ pert5
∞
= 2 log
(
2
ζ
U
)
and A∞ = 1
2
log 2U give directly the asymptotic
relation A∞D ≈ 12(−4A∞ log ζ + 4A∞2), which is the limit case of (C.1).
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D 4D N = 2 SU(2) field theory
Four-dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric pure SU(2) gauge theory has as Seiberg/Witten
curve [19] the elliptic curve Eu (varying over the u-plane) given by
y2 = (x2 − Λ4)(x− u) (D.1)
The meromorphic one-form (with the constant c =
√
2
4pi
)
λ4 = c(x− u)dx
y
(D.2)
leads to the periods (α, β the one-cycles of Eu over [−Λ2,Λ2] and [Λ2, u], respectively)
a =
∮
α
λ4 , aD =
∮
β
λ4 (D.3)
where the dual parameter aD is the derivative of the prepotential F
aD = ∂F/∂a (D.4)
From a and aD one gets the expression for the N = 1 Ka¨hler potential
K = −Im a a¯D (D.5)
Further one has the relation [21] (for second equality [23] cf. (D.16) and sect. E, app.)
1
2πi
u =
1
4
(2F − a∂aF) = −∂SF (D.6)
When expressed in the rescaled dimensionless variable u˜ := u
Λ2
the three special points
are u˜ = ±1,∞. As the Legendre function λ (cf. (G.11)) is gauged on the three special
points 0, 1,∞ let us switch the gauges (+1,−1,∞) −→ (0, 1,∞) which is effected by
z −→ z := 1−z
2
. One has then
u˜(τ) :=
1− u˜(τ)
2
= λ(τ) (D.7)
Note that one has a certain (formal) triality symmetry operating on the quantum moduli
space as one finds, with the identification (D.7), that P1u˜ = Γ(2)\H2 has an Σ3 action
with quotient Σ3\P1λ(τ) = P1j(τ) where j = 274
∏
i∈Z3(β
iλ− βi+1λ) (cf. (G.14)). Clearly in
the actual physical interpretation this Σ3 symmetry is broken down to a Z2 symmetry
between u˜ = +1 and u˜ = −1.
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One has further that ∂
∂u
λ4 is equal to − c2 dxy , i.e. to the holomorphic one-form. The
u-derivatives of a and aD give
26 thus the (holomorphic) periods b1 and b2 of the elliptic
curve (cf. [28]; here F (z) = F 1
2
1
2
1(z) the hypergeometric function, cf. sect. G)
1
Λ
da
du˜
=
1
2
√
βu˜F (βu˜) ,
1
Λ
daD
du˜
=
i
2
F (u˜) (D.8)
which fulfil the Picard-Fuchs equation
(1− u˜2)∂2u˜Π−
1
4
Π = 0 (D.9)
Inclusion of matter
For the sake of comparison with results in the five-dimensional theory let us con-
sider also the case with matter. First note that quite generally the monodromy has the
following block-upper-triangular form


aD
a
1

 −→

 N v
0 1




aD
a
1

 (D.10)
where N ∈ Sl(2,Z) and v is an integral column vector. We recall how this possibility
(not realised in the pure gauge theory) is actually realised in the theory with matter.
Recall first the central charge and mass of a BPS particle in the pure gauge theory
M =
√
2|Z| , Z = nea+ nmaD (D.11)
By contrast, let us consider the case Nf = 1 with one additional hypermultiplet as matter;
this consists of two chiral N = 1 multiplets Q, Q˜ with Q a quark in the fundamental
representation (for SU(2) Q˜ will be again in the fundamental representation). The global
symmetry on the u-plane (we are discussing the Coulomb branch) changes from Z2 to Z3
(coming from the anomaly free subgroup Z12 of U(1)R) and there are three singularities
related by this symmetry. Furthermore the instanton terms go in powers of Λ31 (instead
of Λ4) and terms with an odd number of instantons vanish because of an anomalous
”parity” Z2 in O(2Nf) sending the quark Q to the antiquark Q˜. The curve is then
y2 = x2(x− u) + tΛ61 (with t a constant which can be absorbed in Λ1).
Now let us turn on an N = 2 invariant mass term for the matter. The curve is
modified to y2 = x2(x−u)+Λ31(14mx+ tΛ31) where t = − 164 (for large m, with Λ40 = mΛ31
26Note that the normalisations used ammount to τ(Eu) =
daD
da = i
F (αβ2u˜)
F (βu˜) = τ(βu˜) with (G.20) and
(G.19); cf. now footn. 38.
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held fixed, this reduces to the curve27 of the pure gauge theory). The elementary particles
(like electrons or quarks) would not have me =
√
2|a| but me =
√
2|a + m√
2
|; so when
additional abelian conserved charges are present they contribute to the central charge
and this modifies (D.11) by the occurrence of the U(1) charge S of the hypermultiplet to
Z = nea+ nmaD + S
m√
2
(D.12)
At a± = ± m√2 one of the elementary quarks becomes massless. The behaviour at a+ = a0
a ≈ a0
aD ≈ c− i
2π
(a− a0) log(a− a0) (D.13)
(with c a constant) implies for the monodromy around a0

aD
a
m√
2

 −→


1 1 −1
0 1 0
0 0 1




aD
a
m√
2

 (D.14)
Stringy realization of the N = 2 −→ N = 1 mass breaking
The quantum corrected version W = mu of the classical (u =< trΦ2 >≈ a2/2)
mass deformation in the field theory (providing mass to the scalar partner Φ of the
vector multiplet which leads to the breaking N = 2 −→ N = 1) is realised [4] as a
flux induced superpotential W =
∫
W Ω ∧ H3 in the type IIB string, essentially because
u occurs according to (D.6), (E.9) among the Calabi-Yau periods. As near u˜ = ±1 a
monopole and a dyon become massless one gets by including the light states
W = mu+ (aD − a0)φφ˜ (D.15)
which leads by minimisation to monopole condensation φφ˜ and locking on the monopole
point u˜ = ±1 ←→ aD = a0. The stringy realization proposed in [4] of this scenario
started from the type IIA superpotential (cf. sect. E)
Wflux ∼
∫
X
H2 ∧ t ∧ t ∼ (
∫
P1
b
H2) · vol(K3) = nflux ∂sF (D.16)
where the type IIA periods S and ∂F/∂S correspond to vol(P1b) and vol(K3).28
27Note that in the normalizations used in the pure gauge theory [19] one works with the Γ(2) curve
y2 = (x2−Λ4)(x−u) whereas in the framework of general Nf [20] one works, even for Nf = 0, with the
Γ0(4) curve y
2 = x2(x− u)+ 14Λ4x. Note further that besides these cubic forms of the representation of
the elliptic curve there are also corresponding quartic forms in use (Γ0(4) curves; cf. for example [22]),
namely y2 = (x2 − u)2 − Λ40 and y2 = (x2 − u)2 − Λ31(x +m) for Nf = 0 and 1, respectively.
28Due to analytic continuation (E.10) this has to be refined [24]: actually W = mu ∼ 2iΞ2∞ + Ξ4∞ =
2it+ ∂sF .
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E 4D N = 2 SU(2) field theory from IIA-theory
Let us reconsider the gauge theoretic descriptions from the perspective of an embedding
into the type IIA string on a Calabi-Yau manifold. There one has for the prepotential
(k counting the multiple covers)
F = 1
6
∑
CijkTiTjTk + lower terms +
∑
(di)≥0,k≥1
c(di)
k3
∏
i
e−kdiTi (E.1)
with the (di) indicating the degree of the primitive world-sheet instantons.
A local Calabi-Yau model
To become more specific let us consider a local model for a SU(2) singularity, i.e. an
A1 fibration. This is given by a CY elliptically fibered over one of the Hirzebruch surfaces
F0, F1, F2; we will consider the case of F0 = P
1
b × P1f in the limit of making the size of
the fibre large, i.e. we look only at the neighborhood of the F0 inside the CY which is
then the local CY isomorphic to the total space of the normal bundle of F0 (inside the
original CY) given by the line bundle O(−2)×O(−2) over F0.
We are interested in the U(1) related to Tf so let us note that
1
g2YM
∼ Tb , mW = Tf · 1
gsls
(E.2)
as theW -boson will be represented by a D2-brane wrapped onP1f . The relevant limits are
then the weak couling limit Tb →∞ and the singular limit Tf → 0 leading to enhanced
gauge symmetry. The gauge coupling for the U(1) related to Tf is given by
τf = i
∂2F
∂T 2f
= i
∑
n,m≥0;k≥1
m2
cn,m
k
qknb q
km
f (E.3)
(qi = e
−Ti). The scaling limit [18] (which allows to extract the field-theoretic quantities)
Tf ∼ ǫ , Tb ∼ log 1
ǫ4
(E.4)
gives, assuming cn,m ∼ γnm4n−3 (m large, n fixed), for the leading (ǫ-independent) term
the sum of space-time instanton corrections of a gauge theory prepotential
τf ∼
∑
n
γn
(e−Tb
T 4f
)n
(E.5)
For the scales note Λ4QCD = Λ
4
UV e
− 1
g2
UV where ΛUV ≈ 1gsms = 1gsls : the expansion param-
eter in (E.5) is e
−Tb
T 4
f
= e
−Tb
(gslsMW )4
by (E.2), i.e.
Λ4QCD
M4W
for the asserted ΛUV =
1
gsls
Tf = gslsMW , e
−Tb = (gsls)
4Λ4QCD (E.6)
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A global Calabi-Yau model
To make closer contact with the field theory it is useful to go to a special global
Calabi-Yau model, in our case of SU(2) gauge theory to the ST -Calabi-Yau X = XST
given by the hypersurface P11226(12). It is K3-fibered over a P
1 base and its two Ka¨hler
classes S and T measure the complex volume of the base and the fibre, respectively. One
uses an integral symplectic basis for the periods in type IIB of its mirror Calabi-Yau
W , or equivalently a basis for H3(W,Z) at the point of maximal unipotent monodromy
(corresponding in X to the large volume limit). At this point zA = 0 one has a unique
analytic period, normalized as X0 = 1+O(z), and m = h2,1(W ) logarithmic periods XA
which provide natural special complex Ka¨hler coordinates tA = X
A
X0
= 1
2pii
log zA +O(z).
The prepotential is homogeneous of degree two in the periods XI (with qA = e2piit
A
)
F = −CABC
3!
XAXBXC
X0
+
nAB
2
XAXB + cAX
AX0 − iχ ζ(3)
2(2π)3
(X0)2 + (X0)2f(q)
= (X0)2F = (X0)2
(
−CABC
3!
tAtBtC +
nAB
2
tAtB + cAt
A − iχ ζ(3)
2(2π)3
+ f(q)
)
(E.7)
The CABC =
∫
X JAJBJC are the classical intersection numbers in the type IIA interpreta-
tion (JA integral (1, 1) forms spanning the Ka¨hler cone), and cA =
1
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∫
X c2JA; the world
sheet instanton expansion in q is determined via mirror symmetry using type IIB on W .
This defines an integral basis for the periods
Ξ∞ =


X0
XA
∂F
∂XA
∂F
∂X0


= X0


1
tA
∂F
∂tA
2F − tA ∂F
∂tA


(E.8)
One has the leading order relations to the large complex structure variables zt ∝
e−T , zs ∝ e−S (we use also the common rescaled variables x = 1728zt , y = 4zs). To make
contact with the field theory one first brings the relevant divisors in the two-dimensional
moduli space to generic intersections. The order two tangency at p = (x, y) = (1, 0) be-
tween the conifold divisor ∆con = {∆+con∆−con = (1−x)2−yx2 = 0} (with component divi-
sors ∆±con = {
(
(1−x)±x√y
)
}) and the weak coupling divisor ∆weak = {y = 0} is resolved
by blowing up p to the exceptional divisor E ∼= P1 and the divisors ∆+con,∆−con,∆weak
meet the u-plane E in the three special points u˜ = +1,−1,∞. Studying the classi-
cal field theory limit29 at ∆weak ∩ E one chooses the coordinates w1 = x
√
y
1−x = 1/u˜ and
29where classical gauge group enhancement to SU(2) occurs at a = 0; the coordinate choice reflects
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w2 = 1 − x ∼ α′u (the latter up to higher corrections in α′); at the conifold branch
∆+con ∩E one uses x+ = 1−xx√y − 1 = u˜− 1 and x2 = w2. One finds [24] as leading terms at
u =∞ and the monopole point, respectively (s = 2πiS ∝ 2pii
g2
, y = e−S; κ = i
pi
(log 8−1))
ΞA field theory ∆weak ∩ E ∆+con ∩ E
Ξ1 1 1 1
Ξ2 α′u w2 x2
Ξ3
√
α′a i
pi
√
w2 − Ξ62pii log x+ + (1 + ipi − 2κ)Ξ6
Ξ4 s Ξ
1
pii
log(w1w2)
Ξ1
pii
log x2 − 1pii log(1− x+)
Ξ5 α′us Ξ
2
pii
log(w1w2)
Ξ2
pii
log x2 − x2pii log(1− x+)
Ξ6
√
α′aD Ξ
3
pii
logw1 + κΞ
3 1√
2pi
√
x2x+
(E.9)
The periods Ξ in the field theory limit are related to the periods Ξ∞ =
(1, t, s; ∂sF , ∂tF , 2F − s∂sF − t∂tF) in the large complex structure basis (E.8) by30


Ξ1
Ξ2
Ξ3
Ξ4
Ξ5
Ξ6


=


0 2iA+B 0 A−B 0 0
0 2iB 0 B 0 0
1 0 0 −1/2 0 0
0 r1 + 2iA−B 2A−B A−B + ir2 −iA+B −iA−B
0 r3 + 2iB 2B B + ir4 iB B
0 0 0 0 0 1




Ξ1∞
Ξ2∞
Ξ3∞
Ξ4∞
Ξ5∞
Ξ6∞


(E.10)
F N = 2 Schwinger computation
For four-dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric compactification of the type IIA string on a
Calabi-YauX the supermultipletW = F+ · · ·+θ2R+, containing the self-dual parts of the
gravi-photon field strength and the curvature, respectively, leads in the four-dimensional
effective action to terms determined by just string g-loop contributions [30]
∫
d4x d4θ Fg(ti)(W
2)g = Fg(ti)
∫
d4xF 2g−2+ R
2
+ (F.1)
with the Kahler-moduli dependent functions Fg (the genus g topological partition func-
tion) computable from world-sheet instantons (holomorphic maps WS → CY ) as
Fg =
∑
holo
e−A(Σg) (F.2)
the double scaling limit ǫ→ 0 in y = e−S = α′2Λ4e−Sˆ = ǫ4 and 1 − x ∼ α′u = ǫ2u˜ so that lsΛ = ǫ; the
relation m2W± ∼ e−S/2u˜ (by uweak ∼ a2 and (D.11)) expresses the 8pi
2
b1g2(Mstr)
= − log mW±Mstr (b1 = 4)
30with A± = (5π
4±12Γ8(3/4))/(36π4), B = −2π3√3/Γ4(3/4) and the ri O(10) negative real constants
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The Kahler-moduli are scalars in the vector multiplets so the Fg(ti) are perturbatively
and non-perturbatively exact as the type II dilaton lies in a hypermultiplet. Assuming
the constant vev < F+ >= λ one gets as R2+ contribution (F (λ) :=
∑
Fgλ
2g−2) [30]
[∑
g
Fg(ti)λ
2g−2]R2+ (F.3)
Besides the terms proportional to λ2g−2 there will be contributions to R2+ from terms like
e−1/λ, leading to the full expression FZ = ∑g Fgλ2g−2 +O(e−Z/λ) (with the BPS charge
Z of a particle in the background field made explicit). Schwinger’s computation gives
FZ =
∫ ∞
0
ds
s3
(
s/2
sinh s/2
)2e−Zs/λ (F.4)
Here one may wish to think of type IIB at the conifold where a D3-brane wrapped on
the vanishing S3 gives rise to a massless hypermultiplet whose contribution to the R2
term when it runs in the loop is captured by this Schwinger one-loop computation31
which integrates out the charged field to produce an effective action whose real part is a
polynomial in the even powers of the field strength. With iµ = Z/λ one has for (F.4)
Fpert =
∑
g
Bg
2g(2g − 2)µ
2−2g (F.5)
as perturbative part32 from the large µ (small λ) expansion in inverse powers of the dimen-
sionless combination µ = m
2
2eE
(in our BPS case m = e) and additional non-perturbative
imaginary terms e−2pinµ. One finds the absoprtive part (with τ = iµ, cf. (2.33))
ImF(µ) ∼ Li(e2piiτ ) (F.6)
describing the pair production of light D3D¯3 brane-antibrane states.33 [30]
31Essentially
∫∞
0
ds
s Tr e
−s(△+m2) = 14
∫∞
0
ds
s
1
sinh2 s
2
e−s
m2
eE . To preserve at least half of the su-
persymmetry the background field has to be self-dual (so ~E = ±i ~B in Minkowski space) leading
(for a boson) in the proper time formalism to the one-loop determinant expression F ( ~E, ~B,m) =
1
2Tr log det
(
(i∂−eA)−m2
)
= e
2EB
2pi2
∫∞
0
ds
s3 (
s/2
sinh seE
2
)( s/2
sin seB
2
) for the free energy (with E2−B2 = ~E2− ~B2
and EB = ~E · ~B; at the lower integration bound one has to take a UV cut-off which in string theory
might be the string scale; this concerns the first two terms in (F.5) which have a divergent companion
factor logµ/ǫ). In the self-dual case one gets f(µ) = e
2E2
2pi2
∫∞
0
ds
s3 e
−isµ( s/2sinh s
2
)2 = e
2E2
2pi2 F(µ). (F.5) gives
the higher polynomial corrections to the Maxwell Lagrangian, i.e. the Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian.
32The leading contribution at large radius in (F.2) comes from constant maps (where Σg degenerated
to a point) so the relevant moduli space replacing the sum in (F.2) is Mg ×X giving e(X)2
∫
Mg
c3g−1 =
e(X)
2 (−1)g−1e(Mg)2 ζ(2g−2)(2pi)2g−2 = e(X)2 Bg2g(2g−2) Bg−1(2g−2)! (the Chern class referring to the Hodge bundle, given
pointwise by the holomorphic one-forms, over Mg) as leading order contribution of the Fg coefficient
(cf. (F.5) for the case of the conifold).
33The R2 term leads to χ and σ: the action will contain terms S = . . .+
χ+ 3
2
σ
2 F (λ, ti)+
χ− 3
2
σ
2 F¯ (λ¯, t¯i)
so the perturbative (real) part/imaginary part corrects the Euler character/signature (λ = gs(E + iB)).
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G Modular Forms and Triality symmetry
The theta functions θ2, θ3, θ4 and the Eisenstein series Ek
The theta functions are defined by their series developments in q = e2piiτ
θ2(τ) =
∑
n∈Z
q
1
2
(n+ 1
2
)2 , θ3(τ) =
∑
n∈Z
q
1
2
n2 , θ4(τ) =
∑
n∈Z
(−1)nq 12n2 (G.1)
They have the modular transformation properties
θ2(τ + 1) = e
2pii
8 θ2(τ) , θ2(−1/τ) = (−iτ)1/2θ4(τ)
θ3(τ + 1) = θ4(τ) , θ3(−1/τ) = (−iτ)1/2θ3(τ)
θ4(τ + 1) = θ3(τ) , θ4(−1/τ) = (−iτ)1/2θ2(τ) (G.2)
Because we will usually have to deal with their fourth powers we introduce the notation
A := θ42 , −b := B := θ43 , C := θ44 (G.3)
These fulfill the relation A+ b+C = 0 (we introduced b just to keep the Z3 symmetry).
Let us also introduce the Eisenstein series and the absolute modular invariant j (for which
j/123 provides an isomorphism of Sl(2,Z)\H and C∞, mapping ω, i, i∞ to 0, 1,∞)
E2(τ) = 1− 24
∞∑
n=0
nqn
1− qn =
24
2πi
∂τ log η(τ)
E4(τ) = 1 + 240
∞∑
n=1
n3qn
1− qn =
1
2
(A2 + b2 + C2) = −3σ2(ei)
E6(τ) = 1− 504
∞∑
n=1
n5qn
1− qn = −
1
2
(A− b)(b− C)(C −A) = 27
2
σ3(ei) =
3
2
∑
i
e2i
E34 −E26 = 123η24 = −
27
4
AbC
j(τ) =
E34
η24
= 123
E34
E34 −E26
=
1
q
+ 744 + 196884q + · · · (G.4)
The half-periods ei
An important Z3 symmetric function set are the half-periods
34
e1 = ℘(ω1/2) , e2 = ℘((ω1 + ω2)/2) , e3 = ℘(ω2/2) (G.5)
of the elliptic curve y2 = 4x3 − g2x − g3 = 4(x− e1)(x− e2)(x − e3) which are modular
forms of weight two w.r.t. Γ(2) and relate to the theta functions (with common ∼ factor)
e1 ∼ C − b , e2 ∼ A− C , e3 ∼ b−A (G.6)
34There are different conventions about the ei in the literature; one finds also e2 and e3 interchanged.
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The action of the triality group is based on the isomorphism35 Σ3 ∼= Sl(2,Z)/Γ(2) (cf.
(G.15), (G.16)). A, b, C and the ei are cyclically permuted under Z3, β induces on the
eidτ the permutation
37 Pβ. One has to adjust the actions on the upper half-plane variable
τ for the order two elements αβi (initially acting as in (G.16)) involving the inversion
α : τ → 1
τ
; to stay within the upper half-plane36 we define the adjusted operation
γHτ = sign(γ) · γSl(2)τ (G.7)
The corresponding operations, such as τ → −1
τ
, are the ones which are actually induced
from the Sl(2,Z) action. One has then (with (G.2) and d (
(
a b
c d
)
τ) = 1
(cτ+d)2
dτ)
A dτ
τ→τ+1−→ −A dτ , b dτ τ→τ+1−→ −C dτ , C dτ τ→τ+1−→ −b dτ (G.8)
A dτ
αH−→ −C dτ , b dτ αH−→ −b dτ , C dτ αH−→ −A dτ (G.9)
and so αH induces the permutation PαH =
(
1 2 3
3 2 1
)
, i.e. e1dτ |αHτ = e3dτ, e2dτ |αHτ =
e2dτ, e3dτ |αHτ = e1dτ . So Σ3 operates on eidτ via the permutation action37
eidτ |γHτ = ePγ(i)dτ (G.10)
The Legendre λ function
The Legendre function38 is defined as a cross ratio (cf. below) of the half-periods
λ(τ) =
e2 − e3
e1 − e3 = −
A
b
(G.11)
which is a modular function for Γ(2) and transforms under Σ3 = Sl(2,Z)/Γ(2) as follows
λ(τ) = λ(τ) , λ(
1
1− τ ) =
1
1− λ(τ) , λ(
τ − 1
τ
) =
λ(τ)− 1
λ(τ)
λ(−1
τ
) = 1− λ(τ) , λ(τ − 1) = λ(τ)
λ(τ)− 1 , λ(
τ
1− τ ) =
1
λ(τ)
(G.12)
i.e. λ(γτ) = γλ(τ) for γ ∈ Z3 and λ(γHτ) = γβλ(τ) for γ ∈ Σ3\Z3. For the Z3
transforms of λ (generalising (G.11)) and the absolute modular invariant function j(τ)
(λ provides an isomorphism of Γ(2)\H and C∞, mapping i∞, 0, 1 to 0, 1,∞) one has
λ = −A
b
=
e2 − e3
e1 − e3 , βλ = −
b
C
=
e3 − e1
e2 − e1 , β
2λ = −C
A
=
e1 − e2
e3 − e2 (G.13)
33
22
j = (λ − βλ) · (βλ− β2λ) · (β2λ− λ) = (λ+ ω)
3(λ+ ω2)3
λ2(1− λ)2 (G.14)
35
(
1 0
0 1
)
,
(
0 1
−1 1
)
,
(
1 −1
1 0
)
and
(
0 −1
1 0
)
,
(
1 −1
0 1
)
,
(
1 0
−1 1
)
give representatives
36
(
0 1
1 0
)
6∈ Sl(2,Z), and Im (
(
a b
c d
)
τ) = 1|cτ+d|2 Im τ gets an additional determinantal factor
37 Pβ =
(
1 2 3
2 3 1
)
, PαH =
(
1 2 3
3 2 1
)
, P(αβ)H =
(
1 2 3
1 3 2
)
, P(αβ2)H =
(
1 2 3
2 1 3
)
38Note that here again conventions can differ, especially from a different choice of the ei. By (G.15)
the relations (G.13) can also be understood as permutations in (G.11) for the case ∞, e1, e2, e3
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The cross ratio z = crz1,z2,z3,z4 =
z1−z3
z1−z4/
z2−z3
z2−z4 of four points z1, z2, z3, z4 of P
1(C)
gives, as one has the equalities crz1,z2,z3,z4 = crz2,z1,z4,z3 = crz3,z4,z1,z2 = crz4,z3,z2,z1
but the index four subgroup Σ3 operates effectively, a realisation of the isomorphism
Sl(2,Z)/Γ(2) ∼= Σ3
1 −→ V → Σ4 −→ Sl(2,Z)/Γ(2) ∼= Σ3 −→ 1 (G.15)
considering a non-linear action of the triality symmetry group Σ3 on z
z βz = 1
1−z β
2z = z−1
z
αz = 1
z
αβz = 1− z αβ2z = z
z−1
(G.16)
The hypergeometric function F 1
2
1
2
1 and the Schwarzian
Gauss’s hypergeometric function 2F1(α, β, γ; z) =: Fαβγ(z) solves the differential equation
z(1 − z)d
2F
dz2
+ (γ − (α + β + 1)z)dF
dz
− αβF = 0 (G.17)
is given for |z| < 1 by Fαβγ(z) = Γ(γ)Γ(α)Γ(β)
∑∞
n=0
Γ(α+n)Γ(β+n)
Γ(γ+n)
zn
n!
and has the Euler integral
Fαβγ(z) =
Γ(γ)
Γ(β)Γ(γ − β)
∫ 1
0
tβ−1(1− t)γ−β−1(1− zt)−αdt (G.18)
We are interested mainly in F (z) := F 1
2
1
2
1(z) which gives the inverse function to λ by
τ(λ) = i
F (1− λ)
F (λ)
(G.19)
The Σ3 covariance properties (G.12) of λ are equivalent to corresponding properties of F
F (αβ2z) =
√
αβzF (z) , F (αz) =
√
z
(
F (z)− iF (αβz)
)
(G.20)
For a function z(x) one defines the Schwarzian derivative
{z, x} = z
′′′
z′
− 3
2
(z′′
z′
)2
(G.21)
which is Sl(2,C) invariant {az+b
cz+d
, x} = {z, x} (so a fractional linear z(x) solves {z, x} = 0)
and has the composition rule {y, x} = {y, z}
(
dz
dx
)2
+ {z, x} (implying the inversion
{x, z} = −
(
dx
dz
)2{z, x}). For two independent solutions y1 , y2 of a second order differen-
tial equation the quotient z(x) = y2(x)/y1(x) satisfies a Schwarzian differential equation
d2y
dx2
+ p(x)
dy
dx
+ q(x) y = 0 =⇒ {z, x} = −p
2
2
− p′ + 2q (G.22)
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The dilogarithm
Li = Li2 =
∑
n≥1 x
n/n2 (cf. (2.1) and [8]) is member of a series of higher polylogarithms
(Li1(x) =
∑
n≥1 x
n/n = log βx , Li0(x) =
∑
n≥1 x
n = x ·βx) with a hierarchical relation
d
dx
Lik+1(e
x) = Lik(e
x) (G.23)
We describe Li on the critical circle |u| = 1, the boundary of the domain of convergence
of the series representation. One has the elementary evaluation for the real part
Re Li(eiφ) =
∑
n≥1
cosnφ
n2
=
π2
6
− 1
4
φ(2π − φ) (G.24)
and the non-elementary odd function (of period 2π) I(φ) for the imaginary part39
I(φ) := Im Li(eiφ) =
∑
n≥1
sin nφ
n2
= −
∫ φ
0
log(2 sin
ψ
2
)dψ (G.25)
Let us give the monodromies for the dilogarithm. Its differential equation40 is
dLi
d log u
= log βu (G.26)
The monodromy representation of the relevant fundamental group π1(P
1\{0, 1,∞}) (of
loops based at 1/2, say) describes the images of the generator loops li(t) (i = 0, 1,
t ∈ [0, 1]) which encircle (in the mathematically positively oriented sense) z = 0 and
z = 1, respectively (then l∞ ◦ l1 ◦ l0 = 1). One has as multi-valuedness
log z
l0−→ log z + 2πi
log βz
l1−→ log βz − 2πi , Li(z) l1−→ Li(z)− 2πi log z (G.27)
Now take as fundamental object a principal branch (on |z − 1/2| < 1/2) of
L(z) =


1 log βz Li(z)
0 1 log z
0 0 1

 (G.28)
Analytic continuation along a loop l in P1\{0, 1,∞} leads to M(l)L(z) where
M : π1(P
1\{0, 1,∞})→ Gl(3,C) (G.29)
defines the monodromy representation. One finds the monodromy matrices (2.2). There
are two equivalent ways to describe this: in the vector resp. Heisenberg picture one has
the matrices M(li) of (2.2) resp. the elements (2.4) expressing the monodromies (G.27)
for the vector c3 of (2.2) resp. the group element (2.3).
39in general one has to take the absolute value of the expression the log of which occurs here
40 An additional constant log βu∗ in
dT
d log u = log βu− log βu∗ would give T (u) = Li(u)− logβu∗ log u.
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